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Gray Malin is the artist of the moment for the Hollywood and fashion elite. His awe-inspiring aerial

photographs of beaches around the world are shot from doorless helicopters, creating playful and

stunning celebrations of light, shape, and perspective, as well as summer bliss. Combining the spirit

of travel, adventure, luxury, and artistry, Malin built his eponymous lifestyle brand from a deep

passion for photography and interior design. His work forges the synergy between wanderlust and

adventure, creating the ultimate visual escape.Beaches features more than twenty cities across six

continents: Australia: Sydney; North America: Santa Monica, Miami, San Francisco, Kauaâ€™i,

Chicago, The Hamptons, and Cancun; South America: Rio de Janeiro; Europe: Capri, Rimini, Forte

dei Marmi, Viareggio, Amalfi Coast, Barcelona, Lisbon and Saint-Tropez; Africa: Cape Town; Asia:

Dubai
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Breathtaking, astounding, amazing, simply fabulous photography.The images, shot from open-sided

(scares even me!) helicopters hovering over his subject, come from around the world. From famed

Bondi beach in Australia, to European shores, the Americas, and even Africa!Malin was inspired by

pool-goers in a Las Vegas pool,while he looked down from a top-floor balcony.Full of interesting,

fascinating colors and patterns. Sunbathers and umbrellas make amazing patterns from up

high.Take a look at his website, and you'll know you'll want this book!

Thank you Gray Malin for this delicious book. I have been to several of these beaches and they



bring back memories of happy times. Going through this book is calming and it makes me want to

go to the beach! Next best thing to being at the beach on a hot summer's day!

I love Gray Malin's work, but can't really afford his prints, especially after framing, so I purchased

the book so I could have an entire collection of his prints and I LOVE IT!! He is so talented - and it's

my favorite subject matter - the beach! I would definitely purchase this again as a gift.

Stunning aerial photography is one reason you will enjoy Gray Malin's coffee table book, Beaches.

Brief descriptions of these far flung, beautiful places make you long for the sand of a nearby beach.

There is nothing like the serenity and carefree feeling a beach brings--I'll be looking at these images

again and again and noticing lots of new things each time.

Good gift for beach house hostess gift and well received. Not one they will keep forever, perhaps,

but fun table book for the summer. Pictures are fun, but could be more beaches covered for price

and description.

This book is an amazing price for its size and quality. It really fills my whole coffee table and each

page is like a mini vacation. Definitely an excellent purchase and makes a great gift too!

What a gorgeous book. The photos are divine and expertly executed ... all while making one feel

like you are off on vacation. Makes a very suitable gift, as well.

Beautiful images. Loved this book so much bought 3 more copies for friends who were visiting us

this summer as souvenirs of their trip to our local beach.
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